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Track by Track 
01 Give Me That Feeling 
This is a song that Miharo had the idea for a few years. It was in the back catalogue sitting 
there unfinished, and we decided to revisit it and work on it, and we're stoked to have it on 
this album. It shows our influence of Motown/Soul & R&B, and always felt like the perfect way 
to start the album. 
 

02 Casanova 
Our take on a LeVert track! A bit more up tempo and in the feels of the Keith Franks version. 
It’s a track that has a real energy to it, we’ve started playing it live and it really just puts a smile 
on your face.  
 

03 Ocean Demon 
Personally one of my favorite tracks on this album. A tune that shows the bands love for roots 
reggae. All about surfing and playing up as a young fella with the boys.  
 

04 Oh No (Pt. 2) 
When we initially wrote this tune way back, we toyed around with the idea of doing it with this 
kind of feel – a bit of a 80s inspired feel. I'm stoked it has made the cut! Again, quite up tempo 
and has that funk/electronic element to it.  
 

05 Follow 
A tune that shows the producing/songwriting work of Brad and Josh Fountain who we did a bit 
of work with on this track. Harmonically and sonically it takes you on a journey.  
 

06 Crazy Dream 
Very much a vibe that gives off a ska/reggae feel. A fun track with a cool lyric and high energy! 
 

07 Mr Rave Rider 
When we wrote this track, we would watch old Country Western clips on YouTube to give us a 
theme. It throws back to that roots music style, but with that old classic Western story of a 
man who comes into town with the wrong agenda. 
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08 Signs 
Again in that roots reggae style. Love Aras bass playing on this and one of my favourite vocals. I 
can hear the energy we were bringing into the studio that day in this recording, the vibes were 
on! Also features some horns from our wellington family, we’ve played a bunch of shows with 
them over the past few years, and it’s great to have them on the record. 
 

09 I Believe 
This song initially scared me but in a good way! I know when I sing or record any ballad, it is 
possibly the most intimate vulnerable place for a singer. This song is all heart, warts and all. We 
have the beautiful voice of Aja with us on this track. A powerful tune and the moment needs to 
be right for listening.  
 

10 Take It Away 
A surf reggae/guitar heavy track that brings an element of rock onto the album. This was our 
first single of this album, and I'm stoked to show the rest of the body of work as the energy of 
this album is quite a lot higher than some of our previous albums. 
 

11 Trying To Catch Me 
A song that Brad Kora sings and wrote. It’s cool to show the skills of our boys in the band. Brad 
is the drummer, lead song writer and producer. Yes he can sing and you want to hear him play 
the bass too! This tune takes you on a cool journey. Stoked to have a track on the album with a 
different voice! 
 
 

Link with L.A.B 

 
https://www.youtube.com/@LABMusic  

 
https://www.facebook.com/LABmusicNZ     

 
https://www.instagram.com/lab_music     

 
  https://www.tiktok.com/@lab_music  

 
https://open.spotify.com/artist/3eAOH2az3fQIfX2UAw0FfC 

 
https://ffm.bio/labnz  
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